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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2506-It was because David had used the 
system to hide himself when he released his energy. 

Arian and the others were not strong enough to find the source of that 
powerful energy. 

Therefore, it was only natural for them to think that a mysterious powerhouse 
was secretly protecting David. 

And that mysterious powerhouse gave Arian the impression that David might 
not be much weaker than the heads of the three major families-the Birch, 
Campbell, and Vidales families in Amber City. 

The person protecting David’s safety was so powerful and this showed how 
strong the forces behind David were. 

They were certainly not weaker than the Campbell family and the Marche 
family, maybe even much stronger. 

Apart from the five rulers, Leila had dozens of forces with partial overlords. 

Although everyone was on the same level, some were stronger or weaker. 

For example, a force with three partial Overlords, compared with a force with 
one partial Overlord, would be naturally much stronger in overall strength. 

If the force behind David was top-notch, perhaps the Marche family and the 
Campbell family would not dare to 

do anything even if they united. 

“Captain Longer, I, David, have always been a person who distinguishes his 
gratitude and grudges clearly. To be honest, when I first came to Amber City, I 
looked down on you, but after getting along and getting to know you during 
this period, I think you are not bad and are someone I can befriend. You don’t 
have to say anything else, if you want to make me your friend, just finish this 
glass of wine.” 

After he said that, David drank the wine in his hand in one gulp- 



This was everything Arian could wish for, so how could he refuse? 

Therefore, he hurriedly finished the wine in his hand. 

The two completely dispelled their bygone enmity and became good friends. 

And for Arian, this was the best decision he had made in his life. 

How many people dreamed of becoming friends with an Overlord? 

Which one of the five Leila rulers did not maintain an air of mystery? 

It was even hard to meet those partial Overlords who could intimidate others. 

Of course, Arian still had no clue about David’s true strength. 

He just assumed David had an incredible background behind him. 

A fireball was floating in an unknown void in Leila. 

Upon closer look, it turned out to be a super-large planet burning with fierce 
flames on the outside. 

In the center of the planet was a figure sitting cross-legged. 

It was Lufian, one of the five Leila rulers. 

Lufian was exuding a dazzling light all over his body. 

The temperature on his body was much higher than the temperature inside 
the violently burning planet. 

This super-large planet was similar to the sun but countless times larger, with 
an internal temperature that could only be calculated in billions. 

The temperature on Lufian’s body was even higher than that, so one could 
only imagine what he was going through. 

Lufian, who was sitting cross-legged, suddenly opened his eyes. 

Two beams of golden light shot out from his eyes, penetrated layers of 
burning high-temperature flames, shot into the void, and disappeared. 



At this time, Lufian was transforming. 

Once the transformation was successful, he would break through from partial 
Ancient Overlord Rank to Heavenly Overlord Rank. 

He would become a true Heavenly Overlord and look down on the universe. 

Flora’s restoration had failed and her whereabouts were unknown. 

This made Lufian feel incompetent. 

If he had the strength of a Heavenly Overlord at that time, all of that would not 
have happened. 

Therefore, Lufian made up his mind to risk everything and vowed to cross the 
obstacle of partial Ancient Overlord Rank and get instant success in one step. 

 


